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April 28, 1994

94-113
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
SCULPTURE DEDICATION

CHARLESTON -- An outdoor sculpture especially designed to enhance
Eastern Illinois University's Lumpkin Hall will be presented to the university during
a formal dedication ceremony on Saturday.
Mike Dunbar of the Illinois Capital Development Board (CDB) will present the
sculpture, Elemental Tables, by Illinois artist Dann Nardi to Eastern President David
Jorns at the 2 p.m. outdoor ceremony in front of Lumpkin Hall on Garfield Avenue.
The ceremony coincides with Eastern's annual festival of the arts, Celebration.
State Rep. Mike Weaver and Richard A. Lumpkin, chairman and chief
executive officer of Consolidated Communications Inc., will make brief remarks.
The EIU Jazz Combo, directed by Allan Horney, will perform the prelude.
CDB reserved one-half of one percent of the Lumpkin Hall construction
appropriation to fund art work for the facility.
Nardi, a Shelbyville native who now resides in Bloomington, designed the
outdoor sculpture, Elemental Tables, especially for the site it occupies on the north
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side of Lumpkin Hall. He wanted the sculpture to fit in with the architecture
'

imdsurrounding landscape, rather than to dramatically stand out as do many other
pieces of public sculpture . The size and location of the sculpture are intended by
Nardi to invite passersby not only to stop and look, but perhaps even to lean or sit
on the concrete surfaces.
Ideally, the sculpture will serve as a site for students to gather and talk. It is
one of a number of related sculptures that Nardi has been producing in recent
years.
The artist refers to this body of work as "World Piece," a play on the familiar
phrase "world peace." The questions raised by the title -- what the
"piece"/"peace" words mean-- carry over to the sculpture. Is the world falling to
pieces, or can our individual "pieces" fit together to shape a peaceful world?
The two elements of Elemental Tables resemble a globe (the Earth?) cut in
two. These two half spheres are similar but different, forming a balance symbolic
of the dualities that shape our world -- natural vs. man-made, functional vs.
aesthetic, organic vs. geometric, space vs. form.
Deliberately abstract, Elemental Tables invites the viewer to make his or her
own interpretation. In the most basic terms, Elemental Tables is, as Nardi put it, a
"timeless construction of form and space, and a homage to the natural elements of
earth, light and vegetation."
Nardi has designed sculptures for Lytle Park in Mattoon, the University of
Illinois at Champaign-Urbana, Northern Illinois University at DeKalb and Southern
Illinois University at Edwardsville, among others.
His work has been shown extensively throughout the U.S. in individual,
group and invitational exhibitions.
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